What does the Energy solution bring to the market? Here’s our CV:

Our Energy offering is built on our market-leading fundamental content, deep asset-level data and industry-specific news from the extensive S&P Global Market Intelligence database. From company financials and commodity pricing, to detailed statistics, summaries, and project tracking, our data comprehensively covers industry subsectors like power, natural gas, renewables and coal. Timely news reporting and research provides clients with essential sector-specific, regulatory and financial updates.

News
- Exclusive stories each business day:
  - Real-time email alerts
  - Daily Dose—our daily, early morning summary of the day’s essential Energy news
  - Weekly and daily newsletters covering Power, Natural Gas, Coal and Renewables, all linked to Corporate, Market and Asset Data, and Documents
  - Searchable Story Archive
  - Complimentary custom Excel output can be built for unique analyses
  - Custom Online Library

Corporate Finance Data
- Credit Ratings
- Earnings Estimates
- Corporate Mergers and Acquisitions
- League Tables: M&A, Capital Offerings, Audit Fees
- Plant and Asset Acquisitions and Divestitures
- Capital Offerings Pricing and Spreads
- Capital Structure
- Underwriters and Book Managers
- Debt Maturity Profile

Industry Data
FERC, EIA, RUS, FERC Form 1 and FERC form 2 data, and state-LDC filed operating data for regulated electric and gas: 
- Residential, Commercial, and Industrial Sales
- Wholesale and Purchased Power
- Plant-In-Service Schedules
- Accumulated Depreciation by Type
- Power Production Costs
- Energy Source and Use
- Operating Plant Details
- Power, Transmission and Natural Gas Contracts
- Natural Gas Index of Customers
- Natural Gas Daily Operating Capacity
- Natural Gas Interstate Tariffs

Power Plant Data
- Location and Ownership
- Fuel and Technology Types
- Capacity Measurements
- Monthly and Annual Generation
- Unit-level Ownership and Operations
- Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs)
- Turbine Details
- Fuel Deliveries and Consumption
- Delivered Coal Price and Estimated Transportation Costs
- Estimated FOB Mine Price
- Hourly Emissions Data (CEMS)
- Current and Planned Emissions Controls
- Proposed and Under Construction Project Details

Supply & Demand Analytics
- Quarterly Coal Production
- Daily Nuclear Plant Availability
- Weekly EIA Gas Storage
- Historic & Future Capacity
- Planned Transmission and Natural Gas Projects
- Power Supply/Dispatch Curves
- Hourly System Loads and Duration Curves
- Annual Load and Energy Forecasts
- Regional Capacity, Generation, & Emissions

Summaries & Charts
- Regional Power Markets Summary
- Regional Commodity Price Summary
- Demographics & Unemployment
- M&A Statistics and Graphs

Market Data
Proprietary Commodity Prices
- Daily Peak & Off-Peak and Forward Electricity Index
- Forward Power Prices
- Daily Natural Gas Index
- Spark Spreads, Dark Spreads and Implied Heat Rates
- Coal Forward Prices
- Coal Forecasts
- Emissions Allowance Prices
- RECs, CSAPR, and RGGI Commentary and Indexes

Third Party Commodity Prices
- DTC Global Holdings Natural Gas and Power Forwards
- ISO Market Pricing & Loads
- CME Futures and Swaps

Power Forecast
- Price forward capacity and energy at 28 pricing hubs
- Power, natural gas and coal price forecasts
- 20-year market indicative power curves

Stock Highlights
- Custom Stock Portfolio Summaries
- Stock Performance & Total Return
- Dividend Yields
- Equity Indexes
- Price Leaders / Losers
- Market Comparisons
- Composite Index Financials

Briefing Books
Complete electronic information books custom-built in Excel or as a PDF, combining detailed reports for:
- Companies (Holding and Operating)
- Power Plants
- Coal Mines
- M&A Deals
- Capital Offerings

SEC Financials:
Standardized GAAP Financials for electric, gas and coal companies:
- Income Statement
- Balance Sheet
- Cash Flow Statement
- Debt Schedules
- Performance Metrics
- Growth Rates
- Cash Flow and Liquidity Ratios
- Executive Compensation
- Same Day Earnings Data
- Operating Profile and Segment Analysis
- EBITDA and Free Cash Flow Analysis

Regulatory Research Associates (RRA)
- Electric & Natural Gas
  - State Rate Cases
  - Pending & Completed Rate Case Analysis
- State Commission Profiles & Rankings
- Utility Securities and Regulation Analyses
- Water Advisory
Interactive Mapping
- Power, Coal & Natural Gas assets
- Company footprints
- Electric & Natural Gas Territories
- Advanced Thematics & Labeling

Excel Add-in
Real-time and web-based database of financial, corporate, operating and plant data via Excel.
- Template Library
- Commodity Pricing Summaries
- Treasury Maturity Profiles
- FERC Form 1 Operational and Financial Highlights
- Power Plant Ownership and Operations
- Regional and Company-level Dispatch Curves
- Electric & Gas Utility Company Data
- Interstate Gas Pipeline Data
- M&A Data
- Rate Case History
- Custom stock portfolios with summaries and highlights
- Broad-market and industry-specific indexes

Documents
Searchable by industry, company, and filing date and document type:
- All SEC Filings for covered companies:
  - 10-K, 10-Q, 8-K, etc.
  - FERC Filings: Form 1, Form 2, Form 3-Q, Form 714
- Annual Regulatory Filings
- Annual and Quarterly Reports
- Conference Call Transcripts
- Earnings Releases
- Financial Supplements
- Integrated Resource Plans
- Institutional Investor Filings
- Gas Utility Filings
- Investor Presentations
- LDC State-Level Filings
- Merger Documents
- Ownership Filings
- Press Releases
- Prospectus
- Proxy
- PUHCA
- RFPs
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Energy solutions are an offering of S&P Global Market Intelligence, and includes Regulatory Research Associates (RRA).
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